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Portfolio:cindymoradev.com/ 
www.linkedin.com/in/cindymorasalazar/ 

 

Professional profile 

FrontEnd Web Developer, currently collaborating as Shopify Developer. I'm a professional with more than 

10 years in the administrative area, with skills in information analysis, effective communication and 

problem solving, I’ve combined the best of my previous professional life with a keen eye for detail, to 

collaborate, generate value, and contribute to projects that deliver exceptional results. 

 

Work experience 

April 2023– Currently: Junior Web Developer/Shopify Developer | Sol-ti  

 Achievement: Theme migration to Shopify 2.0. 

 Creating, updating, and optimizing site content, focusing on SEO, speed optimization, and 

accessibility improvements.  

 Managing third-party apps and integrations to streamline operations and enhance functionality 

May 2016 – April 2023: Public Bidding - Administrative Coordinator - Logistics | Vinet Technology 

Advisor 

 Achievement: Formed and developed the Public bidding position and its processes, which 

allowed an increase in sales for the company to the government. 

 Process legal and administrative documentation and follow-up on sales to the Government.  

 

Education 

2021-2022 | Universidad CENFOTEC | Web Development and Design Technician 

 Developed 100% responsive websites with Javascript functionalities, using the libraries 

Bootstrap, AOS and SweetAlert2 . 

 Developed user experience design including flowchart, wireframes, moodboard and 

prototype using design principles with Figma and Miró tools. 

 Programmed basic algorithms with data structures (lists, tuples, sets and dictionaries, data 

ordering, exchanges and mathematical calculations, arrays, cycles) in Python. 

 
2010 Universidad Estatal a Distancia | Business Administration (Unfinished) 

 

IT skills 
Javascript | HTML5 | CSS3 | Liquid(Shopify) | Python | GIT | Bootstrap 

Wordpress | Elementor | Figma | Miró | Adobe XD | Axure | Trello | Asana | ClickUp | Scrum  

Complementary education 

2020 | Scrum Foundation Professional Certificate (SFPC) | Certiprof 
2019 – 2020 | Web Development - SEO Marketing Fundamentals | Brainstation 

2018–present | Front End Developer | Freecodecamp (Self-learning) 

2011 | Interpretation of the ISO 9001 standard | Chamber of Industries of Costa Rica 

2010 | English for Conversation | Fundatec | Intermediate level 

Languages 

English : Intermediate Spanish :Native  

Skills 
Teamwork | Self-management | Proactive | Meticulous | Self-taught | Continuous Improvement 
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